Three quality levels to meet all of your air cargo conveyor needs. **Priority Premier™** is built to exceptional manufacturing standards. **Priority** features precision bearings in wheel and raceway. **Priority Economy** casters provide dependability on a budget.

**TYPICAL APPLICATIONS**
- Cargo Conveyor Equipment

---

**Priority Premier™**
- Sealed precision ball bearing in swivel section and wheel
- 1/8” formed steel construction
- Additional O-ring seal in swivel section prevents contamination
- Shock resistant premium nylon wheel
- Zinc plated finish on diamond plate models, yellow dichromate finish on rectangular plate models
- Optional integral toe guard on 2 1/4” models
- Metal Thread Guards

**Priority**
- Sealed precision ball bearing in swivel section and wheel
- 1/8” formed steel construction
- White nylon thread guards
- Shock resistant wheels
- Zinc plated finish

**Priority Economy**
- Semi-precision unsealed ball bearings
- 1/8” formed steel construction
- Black polypropylene thread guards
- Shock resistant wheels
- Zinc plated finish

---

**MOUNTING OPTIONS**

**Priority Premier™ Models**

**Priority and Priority Economy Models**

---

**TOE GUARD OPTIONS**

---
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